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PROJECT COUNTRIES

AFGHANISTAN
PAKISTAN
NEPAL
BANGLADESH
INDIA
THAILAND
CAMBODIA
INDONESIA
VANUATU
FIJI
TONGA
Mainstreaming gender
Using already established systems

CSOs
Research
Advocacy
KPIs

Line Ministries
Our Approach

**Within Budget Cycle**

Bridging the gap between the evidence on the gender impact of CC and budget planning and formulation

Introduce climate change and gender mainstreaming requirements and relevant instruments in the strategic entry points of the planning and budgeting cycle

Support the design of gender responsive, climate change adaptive budgets through the preparation of quality planning templates and budget submissions to Planning Commissions and Ministries of Finance

**Beyond Budget Cycle**
Our Approach

Within Budget Cycle

Use the generated results from research to inform budget submissions and for advocacy purposes with Ministries of Finance (within current countries) and beyond.

Deepen and systematize climate change and gender mainstreaming in PIPs of the countries where we are working.
Our Approach

**Budget Tagging**

Expenditure reports on climate related investments that include analysis of impacts on gender and poverty

**Holding government to account**
OPPORTUNITIES

Aligning advocacy with financing of NDCs

Outreach CSW with research findings

Joining campaign for Finance Ministers Coalition for Climate Action
Supporting Africa training
CHALLENGES

- PFM systems – lack of flexibility to integrated approaches
- Difficulty feeding evidence from collaborative research into budget formulation
- Long gestation of PFM reforms - sustainability
- Rotation of reform champions
Thank you !